
Yummly Recipes & Recipe Box

**About Yummly Recipes**

Yummly Recipes is a recipe collection for smartphones and tablets that provides users with more

than 1 million recipes.

Yummly Recipes offers you a wide variety of delicious recipes that will surely satisfy your taste. All

recipes are presented in short videos that show you in simple step-by-step instructions how to

cook the dish. You can also put all the ingredients you need for the dish on your personal shopping

list. You can also save recipes that you like very well in your recipe collection, so that you can find

them again faster.

**Yummly Recipes - Features:**

- Wide range of recipes: Yummly Recipes provides you with more than 1 million recipes in total.

These recipes come from popular cooking sites like AllRecipes or Epicurious as well as from

smaller blogs. Many recipes have also been submitted by the large Yummly community. Short

videos, which explain the preparation of the dish step by step, make it much easier for you to cook

the dish.

- Recipe suggestions: The app will suggest you regularly new recipes that suit your taste. All

suggestions are based on recipes that you like. In addition to recipes, also new videos or

interesting articles are presented daily in the app. 

- Personal recipe collection: Recipes that you like most can be easily stored in your personal recipe

collection. Like that you can find your favorites even faster and keep a better overview of all the

recipes that you still want to cook.

- Create your shopping list: You can easily organize your next purchase with the help of the app.

Once you have picked a recipe, the app automatically transfers all the ingredients needed for the

dish to your virtual shopping list. In addition, the app divides the shopping list into helpful sub-

categories, in order that your shopping is more organized and faster.

- Buy your cooking equipment: Yummly Recipes not only offers you a wide selection of recipes, but

also many kitchen appliances that you can buy directly in the app. Browse the latest kitchen

trends, buy new kitchen appliances, and see what recipes you can make with them.

Conclusion: With Yummly Recipes you discover new and creative recipes, which are guaranteed to

succeed. Since all the recipes are explained to you in short step-by-step videos, you will surely

cook the perfect dish.


